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Mick Sawaguchi
A true audio innovator and experimenter, Mick Sawaguchi has been at the heart of
surround capture and delivery since its inception. Still as active and involved as ever,
he talks to DENNIS BAXTER about his work and what he’s learnt.

B

orn in 1948, Mick Sawaguchi has spent most of his
life being curious about electronics and sound. When
other kids were playing games, Mick was playing with
vacuum tubes and building radio receivers. He also
recalls a fascination for musical instruments and even played
drums, but he was really drawn to the ‘behind the scenes’
and the technical aspects of audio. After the war, electronics
were everywhere as Japan developed a large communications,
computer and consumer electronics industry. Mick earned a
technical degree and pursued a career with NHK, the Japanese
National broadcaster.
Many consider NHK to be a leader in advanced broadcast
production, ushering in stereo and surround ahead of all global
networks and Mick was at the epicentre. As a broadcast audio
engineer, he led the adoption of stereo and surround sound into
the network and ultimately rose to the job of Managing Director
of Programme Production — Engineering and Operations.
Mick’s life has been a quest for audio excellence. Today, he
tracks a different experience in music and sound production
with a music label and Jazz Club. UNAMAS focuses on Hi-Res
recordings of stereo and surround sound and includes Mick’s
experimentation with environmental soundtracks and music. In
his studio, I heard beautiful nature soundscapes blended with
classical music in luscious 5.1 + 4 sound. The studio itself was
a pleasant blend of technology and Japanese life style — digital
workstations share space with an old Studer recorder. And, of
course, there are no chairs. The Jazz Club has a complete highresolution recording set-up installed so all he has to do is flip a
switch and record live performances.
Last March, I had the opportunity to spend some time with
Mick while he was mixing at his sound studio. Mick is interesting,
passionate about what he does, and spiritual about his art. Here’s
a guy who is a real sound shaman.

I’ve heard about your experimental surround sound
productions. Tell me about them.
Surround sound music has always been important to me. When
I was at NHK I spent a long time developing many types of
surround sound recordings for broadcast. I started doing field
recordings — not only in Japan, but in many other countries,
gathering the sounds of nature which I then put with acoustic
instruments to create a very different direction. These recordings
portray a more emotionally involving experience for the listener.
The new music is what I want people to hear and experience
as something very beautiful and emotional. I call this totally
new genre of music ‘SurroundScape.’ People who listen to this
say they actually go to sleep in 20 or 30 minutes because the
SurroundScape is so relaxing.
Let’s talk about sound design; what does it mean to you?
At the beginning of my career, I was concerned about every
detail, every segment of the mix. But then I realized that it is key
to have an overall perspective and point of view with my mixing.
You know, it is a typical tendency of the Japanese mix that we
tend to focus on a small mixing segment instead of an overview
of the whole programme. And the result is obvious: a flat boring
mix that is not dynamic, not emotional and exciting. There is a
good metaphor we use to describe this tendency … we have the
skill for the battle but not the skill for war.
I learned a lot from studying cinema sound work. This allowed
me to see both subjective and objective points of view with my
mix. To learn and understand the concept of film sound design
helped me advance more than ever before.
Do you hear in your head what you want the sound to
be like before you begin?
It’s an important concept! It’s important to think deeply before
starting the actual production. I can imagine the total sound
perspective: where is the main body, where is the introduction,
the transition and conclusion, and what is the most important
part of the sound. For example, think of a two-hour drama. If
one only focuses on a certain segment of the sound and leaves
the rest because it is acceptable, the overall production result is
flat and not so exciting.
May 2015
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What is good sound design to you?
Strategy first. Good sound design begins with thinking
and then making a blueprint of what you want to
achieve. Good preparation is also key to successful
sound design. Then the practical application begins.
Only then do you select the actual tools to use.
What’s your philosophy for making
surround sound?
My philosophy of a microphone capture for surround
sound depends on the complexity of the sound. One
time it might be eight mics, another 20 or even 30
microphones used to capture the sound and then
mix it.

Let’s talk about surround sound. You’ve been involved with it
from the beginning. Why do you think it has taken 20 years for
surround sound to be fully adopted?
I have been involved in surround sound production since 1985 during the
analogue TV era. Then HD-TV was introduced in 1990 in Japan. Now, it’s
D-TV in Terrestrial or DBS or CATV. Today, many broadcast production people
recognise the advantage of surround sound, but what’s holding back the full
adoption of surround sound is the TV manufacturers themselves. They continue
to emphasise picture quality and forget about sound therefore the consumer has
little opportunity to experience surround sound. The manufacturers just didn’t
care about the quality of sound.
Interestingly, at NHK we often set up a demo to promote surround sound in a
broadcasting programme. And according to our viewer responses, more than 80%
of viewers enjoy a surround sound experience rather than conventional stereo.

Is that surround sound to you?
Absolutely yes. But, it also depends on the programme.
For example, if it’s a huge venue, the five-channel mic
above is the main mic — it can pick up everything
and provides a base upon which to build the sound.
Some engineers prefer to use spot microphones, some
prefer to use single point microphones. But I prefer to
design my microphone strategy to fit the idea I want
to achieve. I love all microphones and love to experiment with them alone and
together. I can choose a very sharp sound or mellow sound. I don’t feel any sound
limitations. To be honest, the amount of time I spend planning and thinking about
a production far exceeds the time spent in the actual production.
What about LFE? Does it play a role in the thing you’re doing today?
Today, I don’t use any LFE at all.
Do you use the centre channel for anything but voices?
You know, there were many arguments at the beginning of surround mixing —
three channel or two channel and front or centre — 2.1 surround sound. We
learnt that the use of the centre channel depends on the type of programme,
and if it was effective, we would use it. Otherwise, there was no need to use the
centre channel every time for every programme.

NEW!

More Than

Just Recording —

Shape Your Sound.
MK 8: Adjust and Shape.
Sound takes on a new dimension when the passion
and creativity of the artist meets the expertise of
a sound engineer. We’ve developed the MK 8 to
capture the magic that happens when these talents
combine — in both professional and project studios.
The MK 8 not only ensures precise and beautiful
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In your career, you’ve produced a wide
variety of programming — drama,
performances, sports and music. Do you
feel that basic audio skills apply to all of
these disciplines?
There are differences in the details, but the
fundamental is identical: how to present the
emotion. My job is to capture the emotion
through the microphone. In the beginning of
my career, I didn’t understand that. But through
the years of work, my knowledge grew to the
point where I finally realised what was really
important in the quality and experience of
the sound. My colleagues were not always
supportive of my approach, because honestly
speaking, some people didn’t like the riskiness
because it was outside of their comfort zone. I
had to be patient, I had to be positive — even
when I was frustrated on the inside.
But in reality, it was a combination of combining
the conventional fundamentals with creative
innovation. And when NHK began to promote
broadcast in surround sound, the response was
great. People were very receptive and interested
and my approach began to take hold.
What do you think about this new 22.2
technology?
Wow … it’s much more of a challenge because
there is no fundamental approach or skills yet. Immersive sound may be best
used for very large events, but not much else right now. We are back to the
beginning of having to understand it, learn it, create with it, and just figuring out
how best to apply it — just like we were when surround sound was introduced.
But it is very attractive to create an immersive 3D-sound for me. In fact, I
also made a recording and mix by Auro3D Hi-Res music in my UNAMAS Label
since last year. It makes a more accurate and spacious sound envelope. But there
are a number of pending issues to address to get it actually adopted such as

production workflow; the time and cost involved; the mixing situations; proper
tools available like Handy 3D panning; and figuring out which programming
and what type of mixing are best suited for 22.2.
But it’s important to take advantage of the opportunity to learn it. I got
involved with surround sound in 1985 and it became my opportunity to
achieve my dreams. I think that for young people, this new technology is their
opportunity to build their careers with it — though they might stumble and fall
occasionally, they may also become very successful over the long-term.

www.latchlakemusic.com
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So when you are working on the sound design, do you think in
dynamic ranges and the listener’s emotional response?
Quality is an important responsibility of the sound engineer. The engineer has
to understand how to balance the mix for many different types of listening
environments. For me, I always mix three different types of levels: one is a
little louder; the second a medium level; and the third is a very soft level. This
allows me to change the balance to accommodate any circumstance. I always
aircheck — listening to the recording mix played on air — to be sure I’m
capturing the ambience and quality intended. Then I can go back and ensure
that the mix is correct for the transmission. Personally, I never mix loud … I
mix soft. Ordinarily, my mixing level is 48dB per channel. Very soft. Sometimes
58dB-60dB is simply too loud for me. I want to keep the authentic details of the
recording and keeping it softer allows me to do that and keep a good balance.
Does your sound design influence your microphone design?
Oh yes. I like to imagine what sound is good for this particular programme and
then how to get this sound through miking. This way we can carefully select the
right microphones and the right positions or layout for the miking.

Do you think microphone application design is a lost art?
(Laughing) No! Some people prefer a vintage microphone for opera or sports
or drama, but modern microphone technology can accomplish almost any kind
of sound capture. When I’m selecting microphones for a production, I think of
it like a cooking recipe. Some are omni, cardioid, some are dynamic, some are
condenser. It’s the recipe for the cooking of the sound. So what becomes even
more important is the design or blueprint of the microphones to create the
dynamic sonic experience.
Let’s look at upmixing. Some may say it’s controversial but in
reality it has become much more commonplace. Do you think
that if there was more emphasis given to microphone placement
fundamentals, there would be less need to upmix?
Though I like toys, electronically synthesising something you can do naturally
through organically capturing the sound at its genesis is not pure, not
emotionally connected. I consider upmixing as a spice in a recipe, not the main
course. There are plenty of electronic toys for sound engineers to play with, but
for me, there is no substitute for the real thing. The best thing for me is to select
the best microphone, select the best position, and
combine them. Then there is no need afterward to
enhance the sound … it’s already perfected. It’s very
simple. It’s already a very natural sound, very clean
sound, and very emotional sound.
In closing, what advice do you have for
young people getting started in sound
engineering?
Be patient. Be positive. Keep a sense of humour.
Develop good communication skills: listen carefully
and speak gently. Find a way: it is a key to becoming
a good sound person. Never give up learning new
things. Love every sound in the universe. n
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Mark Donahue and Blanton Alspaugh.

Capturing ghosts
BILL LACEY reports on a challenging recording of a demanding
opera with an extraordinary set in a splendid venue.

Lectro bodypacks.

F

ew contemporary operas have proved as challenging to record as
composer John Corigliano’s The Ghosts of Versailles. Commissioned
by the New York Metropolitan Opera to commemorate its 100th
anniversary, the opera premiered at the Met on 19 December 1991. In
addition to a particularly large ensemble — 24 principals and chorus — the scope
of this ‘opera within an opera’ calls for a substantial amount of movement on
stage, which creates a sizeable challenge to record effectively. In February this
year, the LA Opera offered six performances of The Ghosts of Versailles at the
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion in Los Angeles, featuring Patricia Racette as Marie
Antoinette and Patti LuPone as Samira. As part of its upcoming Contemporary
American Opera series, Dutch classical music label Pentatone set out to record
this uniquely challenging live performance for SACD.
Pentatone was established in 2001 by three former Philips Classics executives
who had a desire to make the highest quality classical recordings available in a
surround sound format. This coincided with the introduction of the SACD disc
format, which allowed Pentatone to deliver higher resolution surround recordings
along with the Red Book standard format in a Hybrid disc. Job Maarse, director

May 2015

of A&R for Pentatone, initially found much scepticism levelled at their attempts
to embrace surround sound delivery at a time when the confluence of declining
music sales in an industry under assault from downloads and copying met with
the format battle between DVD-Audio and SACD. When the dust settled, the
major record labels were shadows of themselves, downloads and streaming
would come to rule the day but Pentatone was still standing. Fifteen years later
they have amassed a rich catalogue of high resolution recordings accompanied
by an eclectic series of remastered historic recordings.
When surveying newly composed operas, Maarse found that the most exciting
developments were happening in America. Pentatone’s recording of The Ghosts
of Versailles will be its first release. While the 1991 The Ghosts of Versailles
was broadcast by PBS and released on VHS by Deutsche Grammophon, a disc
recording was never made available. Maarse remembers being fascinated by
the opera but disappointed a recording was never released due to the technical
challenges the opera posed. When he heard that the LA Opera would be staging
a performance this year he lept at the chance to record it. In the heyday of
the major record labels, live opera recordings were not as common. Today,
recording live holds some distinct advantages. It is less expensive to capture
live material as it is being performed and, secondly, some repertoire relies on
the excitement generated by a live audience reaction. The majority of Pentatone
opera recordings will be captured live to take advantage of that. To accomplish
these challenges Pentatone turned to Boston based classical music recording and
production company Soundmirror.
Soundmirror was founded by John Newton in 1972. Newton had previously
spent his summers recording the Boston Symphony at Tanglewood before
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branching out into artist recordings and providing logistical support to European
record companies seeking to record in the US cost effectively. He began a
relationship with Soundstream, an early pioneer of digital audio recordings
and became their East Coast manager. Around this time Soundmirror began
investing heavily in digital recording technology, and soon began providing
digital equipment and in some cases complete production teams to record labels
when more capacity was needed than available on staff. Soundmirror’s goal
has always been to provide the highest quality recordings, both musically and
technically. The record companies to whom they provide services is a virtual
Who’s Who list, and more than 80 Grammy nominations and awards are
testament to their abilities.
Leading the team that would record The Ghosts of Versailles was Blanton
Alspaugh, Soundmirror’s senior producer. Discussion about recording the
opera began a year before staging. In planning for the recording, Alspaugh
says ‘decisions are driven overwhelmingly by what’s happening in the score,
what’s happening on stage… what’s involved with the orchestra, the singers,
how will it be staged, and how do they capture it via recording.’ There were a
myriad of potential obstacles to a successful recording. From an ideal acoustical
LYRARONSONResolution216x82mm_Layout
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1 point
standpoint they would love to drop four to six
mics to the 11:16
curtainPage
line and
them at the stage for the ideal vocal pickup. If there is action upstage they
Multitracking USB Audio Interfaces
with MDIO expansion
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prefer to drop more mics to cover that
action. Due to the sheer height of the
set and the visual projections being
used these mics would disrupt the
visible field and therefore were not a
viable solution. The only alternative
was to use wireless mics, something
not uncommon for Soundmirror to
employ, although not necessarily on
a scale of this magnitude. To capture
all the principal singers a total of 24
wireless mics would be required in
addition to the mics needed to capture
the orchestra.
Soundmirror’s David Williams was
assigned the task of handling the 24
wireless mics. According to Williams
‘it started out with a conversation with
costume designer Jenny Green… John
had an idea to send her blanks of the
transmitters in order for the LA Opera
to make custom pouches for them.’
In December, wooden mock ups were
made of the new Lectrosonics model
LT transmitters — these were not yet
in production — and shipped off. The
team planned to employ 13 of these
and the LT would play a crucial role in
the project. One particularly important
David Williams.
feature of this new model is its ability
to cover more than one block of frequencies and at this time no one knew how
important that feature would be. Soundmirror had experience working with
Lectrosonics and were eager to employ the new models, which finally arrived
in January. Speaking to the quality of the Lectrosonics gear John Newton notes
that ‘the old days of the wireless having a sound of its own has been displaced
completely.’
Lectrosonics transmitters are particularly popular for film and television
location recording, and Soundmirror has found them ideal for live opera
recording. Lectrosonics makes nine different frequency blocks for the US market,
the LT model covering three of them. The LT offers a relatively flat frequency
response from 90Hz to 20kHz, low noise floor, 25 or 100kHz tuning steps for
up to 3072 selectable frequencies, an integrated multifunction switch for mute
and talkback modes and a USB port for firmware updates. Its patented Digital
Hybrid Wireless transmission scheme uses no compander in the audio path. It
is compatible with most analogue receivers. A third party app — Lectro RM —
is available that allows users to remotely set levels or change frequencies and
Lectrosonics works closely with the developer to ensure functionality. ‘One of
the beauties of working with Lectrosonics,’ recounts Newton, ‘is the tremendous
strength they have dealing with RF. Not only is the system not bothered by
other RF frequencies, but within the bands that we work with the transmitters
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Mark Donahue.

have unusually low distortion and interference.’
The third member of the Soundmirror team for this project was
Mark Donahue, who began his career there in 1992 and has earned
two Grammy Awards for Best Engineered Classical Album. Donahue
would be in the remote truck — referred to as the ‘audio palace’ —
and work closely with Alspaugh recording the performances and
monitoring for any potential problems. Soundmirror runs a tight ship,
and Alspaugh, Donahue and Williams pack, unpack and setup all the
gear without any additional support staff. The setup in Los Angeles
took about a day with the help of the LA Opera staff. According to
Alspaugh, ‘there was a very high degree of technical coordination
between our team and the LA Opera team.’ This allowed them to
tap into the infrastructure already established for the regular archival
recording and radio broadcast of the operas handled by Fred Vogler
and Todd Reynolds.
The microphone layout for this recording would be particularly ambitious and
79 microphones were used. The LA Opera had in place a substantial number of
microphones set up that Soundmirror would augment. Ten footer mics consisting
of 6 cardioid Schoeps MK2’s and 4 Schoeps CMIT shotguns were used. More
than 25 pit mics were employed, ranging from Shure KSM141s on percussion
and Neumann TLM 193s on the brass to Schoeps MK21s on the strings. For
each of the singers they used a DPA 4071 hidden in the wig or as close to it as
possible. According to David Williams ‘it took a bit of time to get a consistency
in the placement of the mics. After three or four performances we got a pretty
nice even placement.’
The recording would be handled with multiple Merging Pyramix systems. One
Horus was used in the house for just the 24 wireless mics, two additional Horus
systems were employed for the wired mics, with a total of 56 inputs. Three
Cat 5 cables went to the truck, where an additional Horus was employed as a
D-A convertor for monitoring. According to Donahue ‘having the preamps and
the convertors literally 15 feet from the mics makes a huge difference in audio
quality and reliability.’
Troubleshooting is much easier with the one Cat 5 cable than with snakes
and extensions, resulting in fewer grounding issues. Three computers would
simultaneously record the performances, two serving as backups. In the truck
Donahue employed a Tango controller to manage the mix, Neumann KH310s
monitors were used for surround playback and Sony 7506 headphones were
on hand for Donahue to listen to specific details while Alspaugh focused on the
score. For their workflow, Alspaugh and Donahue listen to the rehearsals and
work out levels — typically more conservative for opera singers — and a mute
list based on who is on and off stage. Recordings were made at 192kHz.
David Williams had a separate mixer to monitor the 24 wireless channels to
detect any issues with transmission. He was positioned stage left with a score
and a laptop displaying the status of each microphone and allowing him to deal
with problems. It was also up to him to ensure that the mics were placed in the
same position on the singers every night to ensure consistency. Besides the 13
newly acquired LT transmitters Lectrosonics SMQV models were also used. The
decision to employ the LT models proved fortuitous. Originally the plan had been
to use blocks 21 through 23 for the two types of transmitters and Rod Allen from
May 2015

Bexel was tasked to sort out the frequency blocks in the LA area for them before
arrival. A week before the recording it was discovered that only six of the eight
frequencies in block 23 were available, which would have been a crisis if not for
the ability of the LT transmitter to be able to tune to any frequency in blocks 21
through 23. The final configuration of transmitters used LTs in all three blocks.
There were six performances of The Ghosts of Versailles beginning in February.
Soundmirror was present for the last set of dress and tech rehearsals and
recorded the final three performances. After most performances composer John
Corigliano, conductor James Conlon and some of the singers would assemble in
the truck to review playback and discuss issues that might need to be addressed.
A separate patch session was conducted after the final performance to record
specific passages in the score that for various reasons needed to be replaced. The
singers were asked to keep their wigs on for this session.
Looking back on the recording Donahue reflects on the challenges they faced.
‘The hardest thing is the scope of the production, the number of people on stage
at any given moment, people moving every 3 or 4 seconds.’ There were a lot
of different zones where action is happening and a stage that moved in and
out making it impossible to capture without wireless — ‘people were literally
everywhere on stage. Having the wireless mics in this environment ensures
audio intelligibility.’ Despite being warned about potential dropouts, with the
Lectrosonics transmitters hardly any dropouts were heard. According to John
Newton ‘everybody was unbelievably impressed with the RF performance of
the Lectrosonics system.’
‘It was rock solid!’ says David Williams. Yet, there were some technical
hurdles that were impossible to mitigate. At the end of the first Act one of the
performers would receive a pie in the face, which resulted in a casualty list
consisting of eight pies and eight mics between rehearsals and performances.
Editing and final mixing for surround and stereo mixes will not happen until
the summer of 2015 and Pentatone plans to release the SACD in April 2016.
Job Maarse and John Newton see a bright future for classical recordings: ‘I’ve
always believed you should record everything in the best possible way you can
find,’ says Maarse. Newton believes that ‘the delivery means is being sorted out
by the marketplace, and will continue to change in the future. The demands for
good music are as high as it’s ever been.’ n
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Bits that make your mics work better.

Schoeps
Schoeps modular
microphone extension
tubes are available in
many versions for the
Colette modular series
and the CCM compact
series, and form the
basis for an elegant miking arrangement. Their RC active
extension tube offers a high degree of versatility, with the angle
of the capsule adjustable from 0° to 120°. It is also available in a
twin version or with pocket transmitters with very low power
consumption: only about 2-5% that of a phantom-powered
microphone.
The K EMC is Schoeps’ newest cable. Its star-quad construction
is especially effective in resisting magnetic interference and it
features special RF-resistant Neutrik connectors at both ends.
These connectors use a circular array of miniature capacitors to
connect pin 1 to the connector housings, thus offering substantial
protection from radio-frequency interference while also
preventing ground loops. Low capacitance and series resistance
permit the use of very great lengths when needed despite its
4mm diameter: its robustness due to the multiple bundles of
Kevlar fibre in its jacket. It has no tendency to twist or untwist
once installed; if you suspend a microphone from this type of
cable, the microphone’s orientation will be preserved.
Small-diaphragm condenser Schoeps microphones can be
attached to musical instruments by means of various adapters
designed specifically for the flute, guitar, saxophone, violin, cello
and double bass.
Schoeps produces a variety of basket-type windscreens,
with elastic suspension and windjammers, to accommodate its
double M/S (an improved version of the M/S stereo recording
technique), double M/S CMIT (with a Schoeps CMIT 5 U shotgun
for the front M channel) and ORTF (a system for the pickup of
surround ambience with sonic characteristics similar to the IRT
Cross) surround sets.
Optional accessories for the double M/S CMIT set include a black
cloth covering for indoor recording/mild wind, selectable fur-like
coverings for moderate/strong/extremely strong wind and a rain
cover to protect the basket and microphones against light rain.
The ORTF basket is optionally available with integrated heating.
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Spotlight: Latch Lake
Latch Lake’s latest addition to the micKing product l ine, the micKing 1100 is built to provide
all the pro-functionality of its Latch Lake predecessors. Many of the most important features
that make the micKing stands great are identical to the flagship stands including the world’s
strongest boom clutch and innovative lever lock systems.
As well as easily maintaining the Latch Lake’s reputation for strength and reliability, the
1100 also brings portability — it has designed a patent pending weighted Symmetric Torque
Tripod Base that ensures tripod legs never droop while tilted. To counterbalance a wide range
of microphone weights it has also developed a new stacking counter weight system featuring
half, one and two kg weights (1kg included). To boost performance they’ve included precision
ram-formed mounting points reducing weight in the boom clutch and mic threads.
The micKing 1100 is said to be ideal for venues, touring, and in-studio use as a vocal boom,
drum overhead, or a general room mic.
www.latchlakemusic.com

Spotlight: Sennheiser
A range of accessories enable the MKH 8000 Series microphones to be used under many and varied
conditions of classical music recordings, broadcast, filming and stage applications. The accessories are
suitable for stereo or dual mono applications and some of them have been designed to carry the audio
signal to enable even more compact microphone set-ups.
The MKH 8000 Series stands and booms feature a slim and elegant design, and have the same nonreflective black Nextel coating as the microphones. MZE extension tubes are special bars that carries the
audio signal. The microphone head is attached to the front, the XLR module to the end. Available in lengths
of 15, 60 and 120cm, there are also connectors to join vertical bars with one or two extension tubes.
The MZD 8000 digital module is optimally matched to the 8000 series microphones. It is screwed onto
the microphone head in place of the XLR module, turning the analogue audio signal into a digital one. Since
the conversion takes place right behind the microphone head the sound of the microphones is completely
preserved. With the MZD 8000 cable losses, interferences, and poor sound caused by badly matched A-D
convertors is avoided.
www.sennheiser.com

Audix
The Audix CabGrabber is a tension fit
microphone holder that clamps on
to most combo amps between 200350mm in depth. It is easy to use, with
no tools required for mounting and is
quick to reposition. The CabGrabber can
be placed on either side of the cabinet and positioned at any
height. It is also possible to mount it over the top of the cabinet,
which is useful on cabinets with an angled front baffle. The Audix
CabGrabber is a perfect companion to the Audix i5, but will
accommodate most mics up to half a kilo in weight.

CabGrabber also has an optional 300mm Boom CG arm that
can be attached to the mic holder allowing a wider variety of
positions and mics to be used.

Dedleg
Designed by a UK soundman, Dedleg
is for location sound recordists who
work out of a bag and is a 2-stage
carbon fibre monopod that will fit to
any sound bag. It’s deployed in three
easy moves enabling the sound recordist to take the weight off
his shoulders and back. It’s light at 740g and can stay folded under
your bag when not being used.

An entirely new standard of reduction in levels
of wind and handling noise for audio professionals.
Find out more
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DPA

Pop Audio

Boomwrap for booms

DPA has created an
ex tensive range of
accessories for it s
various microphone
products, all of which
aim to give sound
engineers the right
tool for the job in hand.
For its popular d:fine
Headset Microphones,
DPA makes a range of earhooks, headset mounts and microphone
booms so that users can achieve the most comfortable fit. Equally
popular are the various instrument clips created for d:vote 4099
Instrument Microphones. These are known for their durability,
ease of use and for being gentle on precious instruments. DPA
also makes tiny concealers for its d:screet Miniature Microphones,
allowing them to be hidden from view and protected from
clothing rustle.
DPA’s Acoustic Modification Accessories, which include
Acoustic Pressure Equalisers and interchangeable grids, are
available for d:dicate 4006 Recording Microphones. These allow
users to alter the behaviour of the microphone so that it achieves
different frequency responses and directional characteristics
without compromising noise, phase shift or distortion.
DPA also makes a range of cables, connectors, windshields
and shock mounted accessories for microphone positioning,
including goosenecks, stands, stereo and surround booms and
magnet mounting for piano frames. All components are designed
for ease of use and can be quickly clipped on and off the poles,
adjusted and even turned upside down to achieve the best result.
Many accessories are available as kits, which come in special
protective cases with room for the microphone as well.
The TSM4001 is a table shock mount for
fixed installations of DPA d:screet SC4098 and
d:dicate 4018F. It offers a sleek Scandinavian
design to match the DPA podium boom mics.
Optimised for weight and dimensions of DPA
podiums, this mount claims the best vibration
rejection available making it a match for a DPA Podium mic. The
shockmount holds the XLR housing firmly and allows for up/
down movements only.
www.dpamicrophones.com

Redesigned from the ground up
and unveiled at Musikmesse, the
Pop Audio Pop Filter claims to solve
common drooping issues and offers
a variety of different quick release filters for the many different
environments and situations that we find ourselves working in.
Pop Audio’s debut product comes with a quick release clamp, a
heavy-duty adjustable arm and a range of interchangeable filters.
The Pop Filter offers a choice of metal, foam or fabric filter.
The fabric filter is the reliable all-rounder for most recording
environments, the metal filter is hard wearing and suited to life
on the road, while the foam filter provides acoustic transparency.
The arm’s removable filter attachment point also enables filters to
be screwed directly onto a microphone stand and is fitted with a
quick release clamp that reduces setup time as users can just clip
it straight on to a microphone stand and record.

Boomwrap addresses
the need for
increased handling
comfort, greater XLR
control and reduced
handling noise for
boom operators and
also opens up new ways to boom.
Boomwrap is a custom engineered product designed around
your brand of boom pole. It has a double layered nylon skin
with a dense foam sandwich that hugs the boom handle with
Velcro and the layer of rubber provides the comfort. On the
outside leading edge of the Boomwrap there is an optional sleeve
that helps channel your XLR cable. A tight XLR against the pole
also eliminates knocking noises. Boomwrap reduces handling
rubbing as the dense foam inside acts as a sound barrier.

Post-Apocalypse
Cooking Show

Koenig and Meyer
K&M have three new professional adjustable carbon microphone
fishing poles to its range of mic accessories. The shortest at 6001825mm weighs just over 500g, the longest at 1000-3825mm
is still only 900g. Considering their light weight, the poles are
sturdy and highly rigid. Four clamps with an innovative locking
system are easy to use and provide a functional locking force.
Cables can be placed inside the pole. An upholstered carrying
case is included.
The K&M Quick Release Adapter makes
quickly switching of microphones, or other
accessories, on stage or in studio easier. The
adapter consists of two components. The
lower section is screwed into the 3/8-inch
or 5/8-inch microphone stand thread, and
the upper section is screwed on using a 3/8
or 5/8-inch microphone clamp or holder
or to other accessories. The lower section
ensures the secure and flexible hold of the
upper section through 8 punched bore holes. The upper section
is used to remove or click the microphone into place using the
quick-release adapter. By pressing the scored plastic handle on
the upper section both sections can either be disconnected or
clicked in place. The adapter is made of high-quality aluminium
and a thread adapter is included for 5/8-inch threading. Both
adapter components can be left attached to the stand i.e. on the
microphone/accessories.
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Rode
The RodeGrip is a mounting chassis and pistol-grip for the
Apple iPhone 4 and iPhone 4S that provides a wide range of
integration options for iOS content creators. Users are able to
mount
their iPhone to a camera using the integrated
shoe mount, mount to a boom stand using
the incorporated 3/8-inch thread,
operate handheld using the
ergonomics of the pistol
grip, or use the RodeGrip
as a desk stand for their
device. RodeGrip is also
the perfect companion for
the iXY stereo microphone,
allowing users to mount
their iPhone in a fixed
location while recording.

The updated version of
Rode’s Blimp is 25% lighter
with a Rycote Lyre suspension
and Mogami cabling. Whereas the previous
Blimp required users to reconfigure the elastic
suspension for heavier microphones, the Lyre is able
to accommodate a range of mics without modification.
The Blimp’s handle has been redesigned, reducing the product
weight significantly, while increasing the ergonomics. Housed
inside the grip is a heavy-duty Mogami cable that splits via a
junction box to a highly-flexible thin cable inside the Blimp, to
minimise the transference of vibration to the microphone.
The Blimp accommodates most shotgun microphones up
to 325mm in length and attaches to a boompole via 3/8-inch
thread. An artificial fur windshield is included for outdoor use to
minimise wind noise and folding brush is supplied to maintain
the artificial fur.
www.rode.com

Reengineered
not remastered

Babyface Pro
24-Channel 192 kHz bus-powered
professional USB Audio Interface

Progressive

Interface

Profound

Technology

More information:
babyface.rme-audio.com

Professional

Features

Worldwide Distribution: Audio AG, +49 8133 918170, www.audioag.com
UK Distribution: Synthax UK, +44 1727 821870, www.synthax.co.uk
www.rme-audio.com
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SE Electronics
The guitaRF is the first Reflexion Filter created
specifically for double-miking and recording
guitar amp cabinets. Aside from isolation and
acoustic filtering, the guitaRF incorporates a
pass-through hole for a dynamic or small-capsule
mic, as well as hardware to vertically mount a
ribbon or large-diaphragm condenser. The hardware lets the user
phase-align the two capsules, or space them apart to capture two
sections of the speaker cone.
With the Isolation Pack SE has created a shockmount including
a special quick release mechanism for easily securing and
removing the microphone. It also has an integrated pop filter
with a quick release mechanism enabling customers
to adjust the height when using different
sized microphones and allowing its removal
completely when recording instruments. Made
from metal, the Isolation Pack is durable and
washable.
The Isolation Pack has been designed for
compatibility with the entry-level vocal mic
Magneto, the SE X1 series, and the SE 2200a
Series comprising the SE 2200a II C and SE
2200a II MP.
Space (Specialist Portable Acoustic Controlled Environment)
builds on the patented multilayer material technology of the
original, and takes on the mantle of the range’s flagship model.
Visually, Space is a little different to the RF Pro, most obviously
by th e in clusi o n of
seven ‘pillars’ on the
exterior side rather than
the unbroken punched
aluminium of the original.
These are more than just
a visual statement as they
act as bass traps to some
de gre e, helping with
absorption and diffusion
of lower frequencies. The
RF-Pro features nine layers
of absorption, membrane
a b s o r p t i o n a n d d i f f u si o n
materials with associated air-gaps, and Space takes this further
with ten layers. The mounting hardware has been improved and
allows the filter to be firmly attached to a stand arm and has a
swivel joint. This greatly aids positioning but also allows you to
position the centre of mass (including the microphone) directly
over the base of a medium sized boom stand.

Rycote
T h e Cyc l o n e f e a t u r e s
a durable, light weight
design, with breakthrough
advancements in wind and shock
isolation performance. A unique ‘multisuspension’ design provides complete
isolation against all forms of handling noise.
Outstanding shock protection is provided by
the Rycote patented Lyre Microphone Suspension System, plus
the all-new Floating-Basket Suspension with Lyre Technology
(patent pending) that provides isolation between the basket
structure and the microphone suspension.
A two-piece, Z-Locking design magnetically affixes the basket
around the microphone for instant and secure attachment to,
or detachment from, the suspension. Increased transparency
is achieved due to the cone-like shape, that vastly reduces
reflective parallel surfaces, and this unique design of the basket
gives superior wind-noise protection, without the need for a fur
Windjammer.
In addition to the shape and structure of the Cyclone, 3D-Tex
covers the windshield exterior as used on the Super-Softie
windshields.
www.rycote.com
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Schoeps
Schoeps mics are still made in the same street that the
company was founded in in 1948. ZENON SCHOEPE
spends some quality time with its two co-CEOs.

I

n our modern industry we still have enormous respect for a hand-built
pro audio product despite the fact that automated manufacturing has crept
in to most stages of product build. When you see modern products built
by hand by craftsmen it’s a humbling and
enlightening experience. But it’s all about scale. If
you manufacture high volumes of a small number
of products then automated manufacturing makes
sense for reasons of cost but if you hand-build small
numbers of lots of very different types of product
then your priorities are different.
After parking my car in the tight parking area at
the back of the Schoeps manufacturing building and
HQ in the small mediaeval city centre of Durlach
near Karlsruhe, I
enquired innocently
about where the
lorry that takes
the manufactured
product
reverses
in for docking and
loading. I was told
with a smile that there
is no ‘lorry’ as each
day’s consignment
is removed in a
small van without
any drama. Despite its enormous worldwide
reputation, Schoeps remains a small manufacturer
of exquisite microphone products that are made
with love by an exceptionally skilled and loyal
workforce for a discerning and appreciative
professional customer base. And it is run by
people who are relaxed and completely connected
with their customers and their applications and
are not anonymous number crunchers sitting
in an ivory tower. It employs around 41 staff
in 1,500sqm of space in which they develop,
manufacture and distribute its complete product range. Once you get your head
around that, everything makes perfect sense.
The company was started by Karl Schoeps in 1948 three houses down from
the current location which he moved to in the early 1950s. The building, which
dates back to 1658, was previously used as a dancehall, brewery and hotel and
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offered plenty of space and scope for the future expansion that the fledgling
company would need. The company name — Schalltechnik Dr.-Ing. Schoeps
(Schalltechnik means audio technology) — draws attention to the young
company’s intention to be concerned with all aspects of sound recording and PA
including cinema and it made tape recorders among other things. Those other
things included s mic production which gained traction and the business grew
steadily on the back of export sales particularly to nearby France. Karl Schoeps
directed the company and represented it to the outside world with Willhelm
Küsters taking care of the technology of the products. Küsters was assisted in his
ill health by a young Jörg Wuttke in 1970 and he took over his responsibilities
when Küsters died a year later. The 1970s saw the introduction of the seminal
Colette microphone series and in 1980 Ulrich Schoeps, the son of the founder,
joined the company and in 1986 became the assistant to his
father as business director. Karl Schoeps died in 1993 having
worked until the end. Ulrich took over direction of the business.
Wuttke retired in 2007 but remains connected with the
company as a consultant and as a shareholder. At the beginning
of this year Ulrich Schoeps resigned after more than 28 years as
CEO and handed control to two co-CEOs — Helmut Wittek has
been at Schoeps since 2005, and co-CEO since 2009, and Karin
Fléing, who joined the company in 2007 formerly as director of
sales and marketing. The company remains privately owned,
with Ulrich Schoeps as the majority shareholder.
The company product development history is depicted in a
small ‘museum’ at the front of the factory — a side effect of
which was the comments they received about the great looks
of the classic CM 51/3 mic. The similarity in look of the V4 U
stems from this, something Karin Fléing describes as ‘copying
ourselves’. Some of the products in the museum, like the
modular series, are still made albeit with refined and improved
manufacturing, according to Helmut Wittek, but still ‘to the
same design and still compatible.’
It’s a history that has been punctuated regularly by innovation
— that digitally enabled SuperCMIT blue shotgun continues to
get work for freelance location recordists and serves as an
indication that the owner knows what he’s doing — but they have
also always been big on the associated hardware. ‘The application
is just as important as the mic itself because you need to apply it
properly so it’s mandatory that we take care of that because the
customer often can’t,’ says Helmut. ‘That’s part of our success and
part of our philosophy.’
One of the fantastic aspects of a Schoeps mic is the quality of
mechanical and cosmetic finishing. There is something incredibly
satisfying about screwing furry-like Nextel parts together and having
them appear seamless. This anti-reflective finish is another Schoeps
first — ‘We have to be the first with things because we are small and
it’s our only chance,’ laughs Helmut.
The factory is intricately laid out over several floors and into different
buildings but, with the exception of some small circuit boards, includes areas for
the production and finishing of all Schoeps products — from fashioning the parts
from the raw metal right through to packing the completed products into boxes
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for that small van to collect. They
produce their own plastic parts — this
includes the transparent presentation tubes that
the small mics come in — and like everything
else here they manufacture it themselves because
the volumes are too small to farm out to third
parties. Karin: ‘If you tell a Chinese manufacturer
that you’d like 500 pieces, they’ll think you
mean 500,000!’
Metal parts are made on a selection of machines
that are reconfigured when required. They build
to stock and to order but you have to factor in
the breadth of the Schoeps portfolio so there
are a few times a year when small quantities of
less mainstream products — including special
versions — are produced. The upshot is that the workshops
are always very busy balancing the unceasing demand for the
shotguns, for example, against those small volume annual oneoff orders. It means that everything has to be organised very
efficiently as the plant is pretty much working at full capacity
all the time. They give the example of a conference room mic
setup in which 100 table mic tubes are ordered that are a couple
of centimetres shorter than their ‘standard’ offering. They will
build them to order because they can and because it makes a
difference to the customer.
A process of modernisation is ongoing with further efficiencies
being looked for and implemented. The newest machine is a
laser engraver — logos were previously etched into the
brass but can now be much more intricate and include
customers’ logos. There are some truly splendidly
detailed bits of metal work going on here with routing,
turning and drilling from solid copper bars. The tray of
bits shown in the photo are all produced on the one
machine. They also have computer controlled CNC
machines and because of the standardisation of the
tube diameters used throughout the range of products
this means you see parts produced to a common
certain point and then taken off for different levels of machining
to transform them into specific products.
The assembly area has batches of the raw components that
are put together into part-completed products. There are no
photos allowed in the capsule manufacturing area where the
parts come together and are tweaked but we have included
one example of a box of the 46 ‘pieces’ that go into an MK
4 capsule. It takes about 20 minutes to make one, including
all the measurements that are tied into the serial number. The
ladies who work here train for a year and stay for long careers.
There’s even a mother and daughter working here — the
mother being three years from retirement and 44 years’ service.
You’ll have to take my word that there’s a lot of manual work at this
stage including ‘deburring’ of the minute drill holes in the surround.
‘There is so much IP here,’ says Helmut. ‘The last 5% of the quality
is the most expensive. It’s not just the perfectness of the frequency
response — it’s the fact that we’ve being creating this frequency
response for 40 or so years. It means you can have a pair with one
from 2015 and the other from the 70s.’
The finished capsules are baked and put in humidifiers to age
them and are checked afterwards; if they haven’t deviated by then
then they are unlikely to in the future.
An electronics development lab is key to Schoeps performance
because the dynamic range of the capsule is too high for ‘normal’ electronics,
according to Helmut. ‘Of course, it’s not only analogue now, it’s digital too and
that doesn’t make things easier. One centimetre away from a very low current
50

could now be a digital processor,
which can be very loud in terms
of interference.’
There are full repair and service
facilities at the HQ and while
Schoeps doesn’t recommend a
service interval, users should be
mindful of how the mics are stored
and where they used. A service
can involve a complete clean, the
contacts are checked, things are
replaced if needed, you can even get a new housing, and
receive your mic back as good as new for a lifetime’s use. Some
customers send in their batches of mics each year simply for
checking.
The development area of the company includes
electronics, digital and CAD facilities along with rapid
prototyping with 3D printing. There’s also a custom
metal work area that can prototype, make product
one-offs when required, and make the tools for
the metalwork rooms. There is so much expertise,
craftskills and experience apparent throughout the
Schoeps building. Like all intelligent companies they
invest in people. The appointment of two co-CEOs
may seem strange but it is not unknown in German
companies.
‘It was a very prepared and slow move and was
something that was quite natural,’ explains
Helmut. ‘Ulrich Schoeps wanted to preserve the
company as a family-owned business but he
didn’t want to work as an MD until he was 80,
which he saw with his father. We have worked
together with him for ten years, in my case, and
eight years, in the case of Karin, and we took
increasingly more responsibility.
‘Ulrich had done the administration for decades
and he had the technical side of company
covered by Jörg Wuttke. When Jörg retired I came in
and together with my colleagues we did the technical
development but more and more I got involved with
the administrative stuff and concentrated more on
professional sales,’ he says.
‘Ulrich was always in charge of international sales
and he handed worldwide sales over to me some two
years ago,’ adds Karin.
‘Now that we had managed the administrative,
sales and the technical responsibilities the move was
performed publicly with Ulrich’s full retirement in
January,’ explains Helmut. ‘Now we are alone
and 100% in charge; it’s a new situation and
it’s challenging. Ulrich wants the company to
change and to stay modern and he wants us
to decide that without him so that’s what we’re
doing.’

How are you modernising?
Helmut: ‘We have a legacy here of wonderful
microphones and a great customer group all over
the world and we want to preserve this expertise
and the trust of the users in the products and the
company. We have always had that connection with our customers. But we have
new technologies and new ways of developing manufacturing. We want to be
more efficient. When you look back 30 years there were engineers in-house here
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who were experts in their
field. Nowadays we are
working on technologies
that
require
more
teamwork and expertise
in very specialised fields
and this has changed in
lots of companies. The
electronics people work
with CAD people and together with the capsule designers to
improve the interference of the circuitry in the housing. It’s a
combination of these skills that is teamwork in the best sort of
way and we have to build the infrastructure to allow this to work
and to be managed. So it’s a combination of high individual skills,
teamwork, new technology, digital, of course, and our legacy.’

sure that the capsule you saw being assembled by hand here
can be used by all types of future technology.’

Schoeps remains unique in being broad in product range,
specialised in market sector yet so small as a company.
Helmut: ‘That’s true but it’s a niche market. We cannot make out customer
groups bigger just by changing these habits; it is a niche market and we
are happy to work in it because we are very good at it. And the number of
professional users in the world is quite small but they require the best tools to
work with and the value they get from our product is high.
‘If you look at our production, the material we work with, the number of
employees, then you will see that our price is reasonable — there is no high
margin hidden here. And you can spend much more on other microphones and
they’ll be made much more cheaply!’
What are your thoughts on digital?
Helmut: ‘We are looking at how digital can add value and we’re looking at it
honestly. We’ve produced a White Paper on the Pros and Cons of digital mics. If
you’re honest, some of the Pros are really marketing aspects not really Pros of
the technology. For example, noise floor and dynamics — analogue mics have
the greatest dynamics if you combine that with a correctly set sound chain. A
digital mic makes this a little easier to achieve but it’s not true that it’s better. We
are looking at the practical application aspects for the customer and we don’t just
want to sell digital and leave the problems for the customer to sort out.’
Karen: ‘It’s not just about AES42, there will and are other output types and
we have to make sure that what we do can adapt to these. We want to make

How do you see mics play a part in the audio
networking future that we are heading towards?
Helmut: ‘I don’t know! AOIP is technology that has an
important role in audio infrastructure and this will get
more important. Where and how to use a mic within that
infrastructure is not yet clear because once again we have
to make sure that we don’t only have ‘Cons’ but also some
‘Pros’. It makes sense for ease of use, perhaps, to put the
network interface directly in the mic preamp. That depends
upon some aspects that we can’t choose or control — the
infrastructure, protocol, the cabling, the plug, the power, the miniaturisation of
the parts. I hear that you can now remotely control the gain of a mic using this
method — wow! The gain in the digital domain just decreases your dynamics if
you turn it down. It’s not just about getting rid of the multicore cable and buying
the cheaper ethernet cable, that’s not the whole story. We have to find features
that are Pros.’
What’s special about Schoeps?
Karin: ‘Our people are special. We have engineers who still regularly talk to
customers and they know the products and they know sound engineering. They
can explain and understand questions and answer in a non-marketing way.
And we make really good products that are technically excellent so they are a
pleasure to sell and use.’
I’ve noticed that you repeatedly use the word ‘tool’ to describe mics …
Helmut: ‘Maybe we don’t want to overemphasise the role of the microphone
— it’s important but it’s also very important how you place it and use it. You
need to know your job; it doesn’t do magic. I’m not saying that it doesn’t make
a difference! How big that difference can be — and the frequency response of
some other mics might be the same — is remarkable.’ n

Contact
SCHOEPS, GERMANY
Website: www.schoeps.de
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Bell Labs — If Blumlein’s array was
one of the most minimal solutions,
stereophonic pioneers on the other
side of the Atlantic were heading in
the other direction. Harry Fletcher (of
Fletcher-Munson fame) headed up a
number of experiments for Bell Labs
— most famously at Carnegie Hall.
With an orchestra located in a soundproofed room, microphones were
arranged in front of the orchestra, and
their outputs replayed through loudspeakers corresponding to the microphone
positions in the main hall. At one point, up to 80 individual microphones and
speakers were employed -– a veritable ‘wall of sound’ that predated Phil Spector
by a couple of decades.

~1.5m

Fukada Tree — The move
from stereo to surround
reproduction (certainly in
broadcast and film) has
resulted in any number of
proposals for microphone
0.9m
1.8-2m
0.9m
arrays for recording in
Omni
Omni
(largely 5-channel) surround.
Many of these are variations
on existing stereo techniques
and Akira Fukada’s method
is a good example. Taking
the classic Decca Tree as a
1.8-2m
starting point, Fukada’s
tree substitutes cardioid
microphones
for
the
FUKADA
TREE
traditional omnis,
and adds
a further pair of rear facing cardioids located 2m
or so behind the front pair. The choice of cardioid microphones aids channel
separation, particular with the rear pair, as it minimises pick-up of direct sound.
Again, a further pair of outrigger microphones spaced slightly wider -– this time
omnidirectional — is employed. The main cardioids are panned logically to five
main channels, with the outriggers panned between L/LS and R/RS respectively,
helping to tie together direct and ambient sound.
1.8-2m

Blumlein Pair — Alan
Blumlein’s
work
in
stereophonic reproduction
and recording was wide+
+
ranging,
but
perhaps
his greatest legacy is
this
arrangement
of
microphones. Classically
employing the ribbon mics
of the day, it calls for two
fig-8 microphones arranged
--in a coincident fashion
and angled at 90 degrees
from each other. Like all
coincident pairs the Blumlein
arrangement relies purely on
intensity (level) differences
LEFT
RIGHT
between the two channels.
This is helped by the very deep null of the fig-8 response being directed at the
opposing channel. One of the side effects of the arrangement is that it provides
a front and a rear pickup –- albeit with the rear pickup being inverted in polarity
and channel order. There’s no choice about it being included with your stereo
output though, so care is needed with placement and the nature of any ambient
sound.

1m

The moment that more than one mic was used for capturing sound was
the moment that the box was opened on an endless stream of possible
mic permutations. JON THORNTON makes his selection.

1.8-2m

Mic arrays

Decca Tree — As its name suggests,
this arrangement was developed in
the 1950s by a team of recording
engineers at Decca Records,
led by technical director Arthur
Haddy. An array of three (usually
omnidirectional) microphones in a
‘T’ shape, the central microphone
~2m
forms the stem of the ‘T’, with two
further microphones spaced up to 2m apart and up to 1.5m behind the central
microphone. In an orchestral recording situation, the tree is usually suspended
roughly above the conductor’s head at a good height (c. 3m), with the central
DECCA
TREE Panning the rear mics LR and the forward mic C
mic facing directly
forwards.
gives a spacious sound, with a solid centre image aided by the slightly earlier
time of arrival to the front microphone. Many variations on the theme exist,
including the use of cardioid mics, or the addition of a further pair of ‘outrigger’
microphones spaced up to 6m apart to help with imaging for wide sound stages.

Double MS — Effectively an extension of the well-known MS stereo technique,
double MS provides four-channel recording using just three microphones, as
the fig-8 side microphone can be shared by front and rear facing cardioids.
Again, it’s a compact arrangement and has the benefit of being relatively timecoincident and thus easy to mix down to stereo or mono. There’s a fair bit
of processing and mixing needed though, although plug-ins from the likes of
Schoeps can simplify this aspect.

Berlin · Germany
Reference Studio Monitors
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36cm

1.8-2m

Hamasaki Square — This is
an array designed specifically
1.8-2m
for capturing the diffuse portion
of a surround recording, and is
intended to be used in conjunction
with any other (stereo) front
array. Four fig-8 microphones are
arranged in a square that has
sides of 180–200cm in length.
1.8-2m
The choice of fig-8 microphones
is a deliberate one, as they are
arranged MAMASAKI
so that their null
points face towards the sound source, minimising
SQUARE
the pickup of direct sounds. The forward (in-phase) pickup is directed to the
sides, and the mics panned L, R, LS and RS — balanced appropriately against
whichever front array is chosen.
1.8-2m

Jecklin Disc — Of the
many variations on baffled
stereo arrangements, Swiss
16.5cm
recording engineer Jurg
Jecklin’s disc is probably
the best known, and in
fact owes more than a nod
to Blumlein’s earlier work
with binaural stereo. Small
diaphragm omnidirectional
mics are usually employed,
spaced apart with a
sound-absorbing
disc
placed between them.
The idea here is that the
disc acts as an acoustic
‘shadow’, accentuating
intensity and frequency
differences between the
two microphones — something that is problematic with closely spaced omnis.
Initially Jecklin used a 30cm disc with the microphones spaced 16.5cm apart,
emulating the average spacing between our ears. His later research modified this
though, suggesting that a slightly larger disc coupled with a spacing of 36cm
was optimal.

17.5cm
17.5cm

17.5cm

60º

60º
60º

59.5cm

90º

LEFT

RIGHT
30cm

ORTF and NOS — It seems that during the 1960s, European state broadcasters
couldn’t hold their heads high in polite company unless they’d developed their
own stereo microphone arrangement. Both the French and the Dutch worked
on variations of near-coincident first order cardioid pairs. The idea here was
to deliver intensity and time differences between the two channels, hopefully
without significant phase issues or the ‘hole in the middle’ that was the
bane of the spaced pair. Differing only in the angle between the microphones
and the distance between them, ORTF (Office de Radiodiffusion Télévision
Française) specifies a spacing of 17cm with an angle of 110 degrees, while NOS
(Nederlandse Omroep Stichting) goes with 30cm and 90 degrees.
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INA 5 — The acronym is hard to place,
but stands for ‘Ideale Nieren Anordung’,
translated as ‘Ideal Cardioid Array’.
Proposed by Hermann and Henkels, it
has the advantage of being relatively
compact in comparison to other arrays.
Five identical cardioids are arranged with
angles and spacing informed by Williams’
earlier work on the time and amplitude
differences required between pairs of
microphones to create phantom images
between them. A number of commercial
implementations of this approach have
been released by manufacturers such as
Brauner/SPL and Microtech Gefell.

Cardioid Plane Array
— Although some would
argue that this is a single
~120º
microphone rather than an
array, the reality is that it
is effectively an array of
transducers arranged in
such a way as to exploit
the principle of line
arrays first proposed by
Harry Olsen. Using this
to produce a ‘distorted’
cardioid pattern that is
wide in the horizontal plane but considerably narrower in the vertical
has obvious potential in applications such as lectern microphones, but
also in some orchestral recording applications for spot microphones.
Microtech Gefell’s KEM 975 is an effective, if expensive, example.
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